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ABSTRACT
Data prefetching has long been an important technique to amor-
tize the effects of the memory wall, and is likely to remain so in
the current era of multi-core systems. Most prefetchers operate
by identifying patterns and correlations in the miss address stream.
Separating streams according to the memory access instruction that
generates the misses is an effective way of filtering out spurious ad-
dresses from predictable streams. On the other hand, by localizing
streams based on the memory access instructions, such prefetchers
both lose the complete time sequence information of misses and
can only issue prefetches for a single memory access instruction at
a time.

This paper proposes a novel class of prefetchers based on the idea
of linking various localized streams into predictable chains of miss-
ing memory access instructions such that the prefetcher can issue
prefetches along multiple streams. In this way the prefetcher is not
limited to prefetching deeply for a single missing memory access
instruction but can instead adaptively prefetch for other memory
access instructions closer in time.

Experimental results show that the proposed prefetcher consis-
tently achieves better performance than a state-of-the-art prefetcher
– 10% on average, being only outperformed in very few cases and
then by only 2%, and outperforming that prefetcher by as much as
55% – while consuming the same amount of memory bandwidth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A well known performance bottleneck is the so-called memory

gap (or wall), which refers to the speed difference between micro-
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processor execution and memory access latency, typically in the
order of a few hundred processor cycles nowadays. In the past,
semiconductor and microarchitectural advances allowed micropro-
cessors to increase operating frequency at a steady rate, while the
most significant advances in memory technology had been in den-
sity, not speed. While recent semiconductor scaling trends have
greatly reduced the previous acceleration pattern of the memory
gap, the gap as seen by microprocessors is still likely to continue
increasing. In fact, fast increasing microprocessor operating fre-
quencies have now been exchanged for fast increasing number of
microprocessor cores per chip. This has had a similar adverse effect
on the performance of the memory subsystem. On the one hand,
wire latencies and power constraints limit significant increases in
the size of on-chip caches, such that these are expected to increase
sub-linearly with the number of cores. On the other hand, packag-
ing limitations and signal delays to off-chip also lead to an expected
sub-linear increase in memory bandwidth with respect to the num-
ber of cores. Both of these effects combined put increased pressure
on the memory subsystem and increase the average off-chip access
times as observed by the cores.

Hardware prefetching has long been a successful technique to
help overcome the memory gap. Current hardware prefetching al-
gorithms attempt to predict future processor memory accesses by
keeping a history of recent cache misses. Prefetchers have to deal
with several challenges, which include: 1) entropy of information
in the miss stream leading to limited predictability; 2) irregularity
in the miss stream due to order changes in the misses and spurious,
infrequent, misses leading to further reduction in predictability; 3)
variation in the time distance between misses leading to timeli-
ness issues: prefetches may arrive too late, thus not completely
hiding the miss latency, or too early, thus replacing other useful
data from the cache or prefetch buffer; and 4) physical limitations
of hardware implementations exacerbating the problems above. A
common way to cope with these challenges is to divide the global
miss address stream into multiple streams – a process we call lo-
calization 1. With localization, misses are grouped according to
some property and the expectation is that the resulting streams are
more predictable than the original global stream. Once the local-
ized streams have been generated, various mechanisms for detect-
ing patterns in them can be used, such as strides, deltas, Markov
chains, and even straightforward repetition of a sequence of ad-
dresses; the choices of the localization approach and the pattern
correlation mechanism are mostly orthogonal. For instance, com-
mon stride prefetchers [2, 4] and the predictor in [12] separate the
stream of misses according to the PC of the missing memory ac-
cess instruction, which we call PC localization and is an instance
of execution context localization. The predictors in [13] and [19]
1We use the term localization to refer to the act of assigning misses to a
particular stream in order to distinguish it from the correlation properties
that may exist in the stream(s).
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separate the stream of misses according to memory address ranges
of the misses, which we call spatial localization. The predictor in
[22] groups misses according to their appearing together within a
time period, which we call temporal localization.

Ideally, the choice of property used for localization exploits some
inherent property of programs and data access patterns that lend the
resulting streams more predictable. For instance, PC localization
exploits the fact that different static memory access instructions
perform different functions from their neighbor instructions in both
execution time and instruction address space: e.g., the load of a
“p->next” type of operation in a list traversal and the loads/stores
used in the neighboring computation. Similarly, spatial localization
exploits the fact that regular datastructures are commonly laid out
in a continuous portion of the address space and are usually ac-
cessed in some regular pattern, possibly different from the pattern
used to access data that is used at around the same time but belong-
ing to other datastructures. Unfortunately, localization creates two
problems: i) most forms of localization break the chronological or-
der of misses, possibly leading to timeliness problems and ii) the
resulting streams may be too short, possibly leading to uncovered
misses across stream boundaries and also to timeliness problems.
For instance, the misses from a PC localized stream may be inter-
leaved with many misses from other PC localized streams so that
prefetches are issued too early in time displacing useful data from
the cache. Similarly, the misses from a space localized stream may
be interleaved with some misses to addresses outside its address
range. Short streams make it difficult to exploit deep and wide cor-
relation patterns such as Markov chains.

In this paper we propose the idea of chaining localized streams
in order to both partially reconstruct the chronological information
in the miss stream and to build longer streams, while maintain-
ing a higher miss prediction accuracy derived from localization.
In particular, we apply this idea – which we call Stream Chain-
ing – to a PC localized prefetcher and we show one scheme for
chaining streams, which we call Miss Graph prefetching. We show
that this scheme captures well common application behavior and
we show that it can be easily implemented on a simple extension
to the Global History Buffer (GHB) [12], which is a convenient
structure to implement various prefetching algorithms. The paper
focuses on the lowest level on-chip data cache, as this is the last
level before hitting the memory wall. We evaluate the proposed
prefetcher with benchmarks from the SPEC 2006 and BioBench
suites and compare it against both a state-of-the-art PC based lo-
calization prefetcher – PC/DC [12] – and its non-localized counter-
part – G/DC [9, 12]. Experimental results show that the proposed
prefetcher consistently achieves better performance than PC/DC –
it is only outperformed in very few cases and then by only 2%, and
it outperforms PC/DC by as much as 55% while consuming the
same amount of memory bandwidth. This is due to much improved
accuracy and timeliness of the prefetches issued.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
prefetching algorithms, and in particular localization, and intro-
duces the GHB data structure. Section 3 introduces the concept
of stream chaining and presents the miss graph prefecher which is
based on it. Section 4 describes the evaluation methodology and
Section 5 presents experimental results. Related work is discussed
in Section 6 and conclusions appear in Section 7.

2. OVERVIEW OF PREFETCHING
MECHANISMS

2.1 Miss Localization and Correlation
A common strategy for building a data prefetching algorithm is

to keep a history of past memory accesses. Prefetchers then use a

correlation algorithm to predict the next memory reference based
on this history. However, having a single global history of past
memory accesses is not usually effective: program complexity, dif-
ferent execution phases, and random non-predictable memory ac-
cesses degrade the quality of the prefetching predictions. To over-
come these problems, current state-of-the art prefetchers use a tech-
nique known as miss stream localization.

With miss stream localization past memory accesses (cache
misses) are classified into groups according to a pre-set criterion.
These groups, known as address streams, are then used to make pre-
dictions about future memory accesses. Popular options for miss
stream localization include grouping misses according to the PC of
the instruction that generated them [2, 4, 12], or to the region of
memory they reference [13, 14, 19], or to some period of time in
which the misses occur [22], or even to previously executed branch
instructions [21]. Figure 1 depicts a simple example of a global
miss address stream and how it can be localized following PC, spa-
tial, and temporal localization. With memory access instruction
PC localization, upon a miss caused by a certain memory access
instruction only previous miss addresses generated by the same in-
struction are used to predict the address(es) to prefetch. This local-
ization scheme thus attempts to uncover and exploit some PC cor-
relation present in the application memory access pattern. Thus, as
depicted in the figure, the stream of PCA will lock onto its access
pattern, regardless of where in the address space its data is located
and regardless of what other misses appear concomitantly with its
misses. However, the PC localized prefetch predictor in this figure
will not realize that a miss to A2 tends to happen after a miss to A1.
With spatial localization, upon a miss to a data address within some
address range region only previous miss addresses generated to the
same range are used to predict the address(es) to prefetch. This
localization scheme thus attempts to uncover and exploit some spa-
tial correlation present in the application memory access pattern.
Thus, as depicted in Figure 1, the stream of misses to the address
region at the bottom of the address space – A11 to A14 – will lock
onto its sequential access pattern, regardless of what memory ac-
cess instructions are used to perform the accesses and regardless
of what other misses appear concomitantly with its misses. How-
ever, the spatial localized prefetch predictor in this figure will not
realize that a miss to A1 tends to happen after A12 and may not
even realize that an access to A13 does not really occur in practice.
Finally, with temporal localization, upon a miss only previous miss
addresses generated at around the same time as the previous oc-
currence of this miss are used to predict the address(es) to prefetch.
This localization scheme thus attempts to uncover and exploit some
temporal correlation present in the application memory access pat-
tern. Thus, as depicted in the figure, the stream of misses to A4 and
A6 may be detected regardless of what memory access instructions
are used to access them and regardless of where they are physically
located in the data address space. However, the temporal localized
prefetch predictor in this figure may not realize that misses to both
A7 and A11 tend to follow shortly after misses to A1, even though
there might be some alternating pattern to it. While the example in
this figure is simple and somewhat artificial, it demonstrates both
that there is less entropy in the localized patterns than in the global
miss stream and that different localization approaches excel and
struggle at different access and data layout patterns.

Once the address stream has been localized somehow, prefetch-
ers use correlation algorithms to try to find patterns in past memory
accesses. A simple correlation algorithm, known as address cor-
relation, searches the history looking for other occurrences of the
latest miss or group of misses. If such repetitions (correlations) are
found, then the algorithm prefetches the next address recorded af-
ter the correlation. A more refined correlation algorithm known as
delta correlation calculates differences (deltas) between the latest
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Figure 1: Examples of PC, spatial, and temporal localization ap-
proaches.

miss addresses and searches for similar differences in the past miss
history [9].

Finally, once a correlation has been made, one or more prefetch
requests are made for the particular miss event. The number of
prefetch requests issued per miss event is known as the prefetch
degree. The greater the prefetch degree the more future misses that
will be possible to avoid. On the other hand, if the prefetch degree
is too large issues such as bandwidth saturation, cache pollution,
and increased inaccuracies commonly degrade performance.

Based on the mostly orthogonal stages of localization and cor-
relation, a taxonomy to classify prefetching algorithms was pro-
posed in [12]. In this taxonomy, each algorithm is denoted as a
pair X/Y, where X denotes the method used to localize the miss
address stream and Y is the algorithm used to correlate memory
accesses within a stream. For instance, a simple stride prefetcher
with PC based localization and constant stride correlation
would be referred to as PC/CS, and the best prefetcher in [12] uses
PC based localization and address delta correlation and is
then referred to as PC/DC. A prefetcher that does not localize the
miss address stream in any way is referred to as global, so that
for instance the Markov predictor of [8] is referred to as G/AC (AC
stands for address correlation).

2.2 The Problem of Accuracy and Timeliness
in Localized Prefetchers

From the discussion in the previous section it is clear that each
localization method has advantages and disadvantages. Three crite-
ria are normally used to characterize the performance of a prefetch-
ing algorithm: coverage, accuracy, and timeliness. Coverage is de-
fined as the ratio of issued prefetches to the total number of misses
produced in a non-prefetching environment. Accuracy measures
the ratio of useful (i.e., eventually used by the program) prefetches
to the total number of prefetches issued. The third criterion, time-
liness, is more difficult to measure. A prefetch request is normally
considered to be timely if it brings in the data in time before it is

needed. However, a more comprehensive classification of timeli-
ness also takes into account whether data is prefetched too early, as
this may create cache pollution by evicting other data that is still
needed.

Schemes based on localizing streams according to the PC of
memory access instructions that generate the misses can potentially
lead to higher performance gains than those that treat all misses as
a single global stream [12, 15], although this varies according to
individual applications. Their key advantage is that they can take
into account the execution context and focus their correlation algo-
rithms on streams of predictable misses from individual memory
access instructions. They can then filter out less predictable misses
and spurious misses that appear in the global stream due to variable
interleavings of misses.

It is important to note that entries in the same PC localized miss
stream are ordered chronologically, but two chronologically con-
secutive misses will not necessarily belong to the same miss stream.
Thus, if a prefetching algorithm issues a number of prefetching re-
quests based on a PC localized stream, each prefetched data item
for a dynamic instance PCn

i is expected to be used in following
instances PCn+1

i to PCn+d
i , where d is the degree of prefetching,

and before memory accesses from some other PCj
2. However, an

indeterminate number of memory accesses can appear between the
prefetch trigger at PCn

i and the use of the prefetched data by PCn+1
i

to PCn+d
i , as long as these requests are not classified in the same

localized stream of PCi.
Naturally, the problem mentioned above is worse with larger

prefetch degrees. Unfortunately, to increase coverage and amor-
tize long memory access times, these prefetchers often resort to
large degrees of prefetching [12]. The final result is that this leads
to two unfortunate behaviors. First, prefetching a large number of
lines for the same static memory access instruction may lead to
some of these being incorrectly prefetched, either because the pat-
tern changes or because not as many lines are actually required.
This, in turn, leads to reduced accuracy for the deeper prefetch re-
quests. Second, by expecting to hide long memory access latencies
the prefetcher may err by being too aggressive and prefetching too
far in advance. Such prefetched data brought to the cache in an un-
timely (i.e., premature) manner can evict data that is needed before
it. Additionally, prefetched data brought too early to the cache may
itself be evicted before it is used. Both problems result in a waste
of memory bandwidth which may result in application slowdown
compared to non-prefetching setups.

2.3 The Global History Buffer
Many (hardware) data structures can be used to implement dif-

ferent prefetching algorithms, but [12] has proposed a common
data structure that is flexible enough to allow efficient implementa-
tion of a number of prefetching algorithms. This structure, called
the Global History Buffer (GHB), is a FIFO-like structure that
stores past cache miss addresses in chronological order. Each en-
try in the GHB also contains a pointer that allows GHB entries to
be connected in time-ordered linked lists forming the different lo-
calized miss streams. A global Head Pointer points to the head of
the GHB. Additionally, an Index Table (IT) is used to access the
most recent address for each stream. The IT is indexed using a key
appropriate for the localization scheme used (e.g., the PC of the
memory access instruction that generated the miss), which allows
for the implementation of different localization schemes. Figure 2a
shows an example GHB for the PC/DC prefetcher [12]. A detailed
description of a hardware implementation of delta correlation us-
ing the GHB can be found in [13]. In Section 3.2 we show how the
2In our representation we use subscripts to refer to different static instruc-
tions and superscripts to refer to dynamic instances of static instructions.
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same structure can be used to implement our proposed prefetcher.
The GHB offers three important advantages over other methods to
store miss history, such as tables: reduction of stale data, a more
complete history, and lower storage requirements [12].

3. STREAM CHAINING
In this section we present the stream chaining approach to data

prefetching, which adds a third level of design choice to prefetching
schemes. We start by presenting the general idea in Section 3.1. In
Section 3.2 we present one specific prefetcher that uses the stream
chaining approach, namely the Miss Graph prefetcher. To accom-
modate the new level of operation, we extend the taxonomy of [12]
with a third term, so that prefetching schemes are denoted by a
triple X/Y/Z, where X and Y are as before, and the new term Z
denotes the method used to link streams into groups. We use MG to
refer to our proposed prefetcher of Section 3.2.

3.1 Overview
As already mentioned, the main problem with PC localized

prefetching schemes is that there is no chronological information
relating the streams (the same is true of other localization schemes,
such as the address region localization of [13]). This can lead to
prefetches sometimes being triggered along streams whose mem-
ory accesses appear too far apart in time, leading to untimely (pre-
mature) prefetches. While the GHB does contain the total timing
relation among individual memory accesses of all streams, this in-
formation is not in a format that can be readily used. The key to
reconstructing appropriate timing information across streams is to
provide a suitable stream chaining algorithm.

Our proposal is to link streams in a way that partially recon-
structs the chronological information in the miss stream, such that
the result corresponds directly to the common path of misses fol-
lowed by the application. Note that in this way, what is recon-
structed are sequences of streams, which are different from the
complete sequence of individual misses that is found in the com-
plete global miss stream. Another way of thinking about stream
chaining is that it attempts to predict what miss stream will be ac-
tivated next in program order. In this way, a three-level prefetcher
with stream chaining can predict not only the expected next misses
from the current memory access instruction but also the expected
next misses from the expected next memory access instructions to
miss in program order. Thus, such a prefetcher has an extra level of
flexibility and can adapt to situations both in which missing mem-
ory accesses from the same static instruction are too far apart and
in which missing accesses from static instructions consecutive in
program order are too near. This additional level of adaptiveness
can potentially improve both timeliness and accuracy with respect
to traditional deep two-level prefetching.

Based on our empirical results, the flow of missing memory ac-
cess instructions commonly follows stable and repeatable patterns.
These patterns can be represented by a directed graph where nodes
correspond to static memory access instructions (i.e., streams) and
edges correspond to links between two streams, indicating that a
miss in one stream is likely to be followed by a miss in the other
stream. Figure 2b shows the localized streams and one possible
chaining of them for the complete miss stream and GHB state in
Figure 2a. While simple in nature, generating graphs that represent
the core flow of missing memory access instructions and excludes
spurious misses from memory access instructions, either in infre-
quent control paths or that generate only occasional misses, is not
trivial and is the key to a good stream chaining prefetcher. In this
example linking the streams of PCA and PCB could be deemed in-
appropriate by the algorithm, as it corresponds to an infrequent flow
of misses (Figure 2 does not show explicitly a stream for PCB to
keep the figure small, but it is assumed that this instruction does ex-

ecute and cause misses occasionally). Note that the resulting graph
does not then contain all the possible links from the total miss se-
quence information in the global miss stream, but only a carefully
selected set of those. Constructing the complete graph is both im-
practical from the point of view of storage and processing time and
yields too much information that can distract the algorithm from
finding the most likely miss patterns.

The fact that the memory access chaining algorithm cannot and
should not keep all links results in the graphs being disconnected
or some graphs being acyclic. Note that in this way, using the in-
formation about linked streams to predict the next missing memory
access instruction along the link may or may not be the same as
predicting the next miss. In this example, the given chaining of
streams allows a prefetcher on a miss from PCA to prefetch not
only the next values to be consumed by PCA itself but also the
next value(s) to be consumed by PCD (the next instruction likely to
miss) or even PCE . Alternatively, since PCA is in a cyclic graph,
if the distance between its consecutive instances is too large then it
could simply rely on a peer (such as PCD and PCE) to prefetch the
data it will need next.

With the addition of stream chaining to a baseline PC/DC, a
prefetcher can exploit three types of correlation in the miss stream:
PC correlation (from the localization), spatial correlation (from the
delta correlation), and temporal (from the stream chaining).

3.2 Miss Graph Prefetching
In this section we present one prefetcher that uses the stream

chaining approach. Every stream chaining prefetcher has to
deal with two implementation issues: how to link streams (Sec-
tion 3.2.1) and how to use the graph to issue prefetches (Sec-
tion 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Graph Construction
As mentioned in the previous section, the key to effective stream

chaining is the choice of which links to use and which to ignore.
In fact, with a large enough GHB the complete chronological re-
construction of the miss stream would result in an unmanageable
graph. In this section we present a simple scheme to stream chain-
ing that results in relatively small graphs that capture the majority
of miss sequences in steady-state execution (see Section 5.3). The
scheme can also be easily implemented using the GHB structure.
Naturally, this is only a first attempt at a novel class of prefetch-
ing schemes and other stream chaining mechanisms are possible,
including Markov chains.

In GHB-based prefetchers the Index Table (IT) holds pointers to
every localized stream in the GHB (Section 2.3). Thus, chaining
streams corresponds to linking entries in the IT. To do this, we ex-
tend the IT by adding a new pointer to each IT entry – NextIT
– which points to the IT entry corresponding to the stream that is
expected to be activated next. The NextIT field also includes an
additional bit to signal if this pointer is valid. To identify strong
(i.e., stable) links, we also add a saturating counter to each IT entry
– Ctr. The operation of this counter is explained next. Finally, we
also add a new global register to the IT – PreviousIT – which is
also a pointer to an IT entry. Figure 2a shows the GHB extensions
in grey.

Our miss stream chaining algorithm builds a graph of past (tem-
poral) correlations between localized streams as follows. Initially,
NextIT is invalid and Ctr is set to zero on all entries of the IT.
As misses occur, the IT and the GHB are populated as described
in Section 2.3 and [12]. The new PreviousIT pointer is left
pointing to the last stream to suffer a miss (i.e., last IT entry used).
Then for a subsequent miss that activates the IT entry IT[cur],
we check the previous IT entry using IT[PreviousIT] and per-
form the following operations:
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Figure 2: PC/DC and PC/DC/MG example: (a) GHB state for both prefetchers (entries shown in grey are extensions to the design of [12] and are
described in Section 3.2); (b) streams localized according to the missing memory access instruction’s PC (streams for PCB and PCC are not shown
for simplicity) and possible chaining of the streams.

if IT[PreviousIT]→NextIT is invalid then
IT[PreviousIT]→NextIT = IT[cur]
IT[PreviousIT]→Ctr = 1

else
if IT[PreviousIT]→NextIT == IT[cur] then

IT[PreviousIT]→Ctr++ (saturating increment)
else

IT[PreviousIT]→Ctr−−
end if
if IT[PreviousIT]→Ctr == 0 then

IT[PreviousIT]→NextIT = IT[cur]
IT[PreviousIT]→Ctr = 1

end if
end if
PreviousIT = cur

By following these operations, the NextIT pointers in the IT
form a directed graph, which can be cyclic or acyclic, can be dis-
connected, and in which there is only one outgoing edge from each
node but possibly more than one incoming edge to a node. Fig-
ure 2a shows the state of the NextIT pointers, the Ctr counters,
and the PreviousIT pointer just before the miss to A4 is pro-
cessed. The corresponding graph is shown in Figure 2b.

The graph constructed with the mechanism described shows a
history of correlations between localized miss streams, showing
which IT entry followed which in the past. The role of the satu-
rating counters Ctr is to provide hysteresis and protection from
noise from sporadic misses: by setting a minimum threshold to
Ctr we obtain a graph with only the most stable transitions be-
tween localized streams. Next we explain in some more detail how
a prefetcher can use the extended GHB entries to prefetch along
nodes in the graph.

3.2.2 Prefetch Operation
With the extended entries in the IT representing the miss graph,

our proposed prefetcher operates as follows. First, the prefetcher
identifies the current miss stream, which simply involves searching
the IT for an entry that matches the PC of the current missing mem-
ory access instruction. Here, unlike PC/DC, which would follow
the IT pointer into the corresponding GHB stream, our prefetcher
identifies the next stream to prefetch for by following the NextIT

pointer in the current IT entry. So, for instance, a miss from a
memory access instruction at PCA in Figure 2 will first follow the
corresponding NextIT pointer to the stream of PCD. For every
stream that the prefetcher attempts to prefetch for, it follows the
IT pointer into the corresponding GHB stream and then follows the
links in the GHB entries to attempt to establish a correlation among
the miss addresses. In our PC/DC/MG prefetcher we use delta cor-
relation on the addresses. If a correlation is found along the stream
the prefetcher issues one prefetch along this stream. Thus, for each
stream, PC/DC/MG behaves as a PC/DC with a prefetch degree
of one. After issuing a prefetch for a given stream, the prefetcher
again follows the NextIT pointer to the next stream to prefetch for
and repeats the steps for prefetching for this stream. This process is
repeated for a number of times equal to the prefetching degree pa-
rameter. In order to avoid following “weak” links into new streams,
we impose a minimum threshold on the Ctr value below which the
prefetcher will not follow the NextIT and will stop prefetching
from further streams.

The graph construction we propose in Section 3.2.1 leads to
graphs where the outgoing edge degree is no greater than one and
graphs can be cyclic. Thus, starting from some node, the chains
with degree nodes created by following the operations just de-
scribed are either a linear sequence of distinct nodes or a cycle.
Further, the linear sequences can either have a number of distinct
nodes greater than or equal to the degree of prefetching plus one,
or a number of distinct nodes smaller than the degree plus one (the
“plus one” comes from the fact that we skip the initial node). Fig-
ure 3 shows the three possible cases of graphs.

For graphs as in Figure 3a the operation of the prefetcher as de-
scribed above is complete. For the other two cases of graphs the
operation must be slightly extended. For graphs as in Figure 3b if
we want to issue as many prefetches as the degree allows us, we
would have to follow an edge back to some streams for which we
have already issued a prefetch. The problem in this case is that
the prefetcher would have to remember, for every revisited stream,
the correlation used the last time around and the resulting address
prefetched, in order to find the next delta and to compute the next
address to prefetch. Instead, a simpler solution is to add a pre-
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Figure 3: Miss graph cases: (a) non-cyclic chain longer than the
prefetch degree; (b) cyclic chain shorter than the prefetch degree; and
(c) non-cyclic chain shorter than the prefetch degree. The prefetch de-
gree is assumed to be 8 and the current miss is generated by PCA.

pass stage where we quickly follow the “strong” NextIT pointers
to identify whether the graph is cyclic or a long enough sequen-
tial chain. Then, if the graph is cyclic we perform the steps above
except that we compute the correlations and issue more than one
prefetch per stream, where each stream gets an equal share of the
prefetch degree (or nearly equal when the number of nodes in the
chain does not divide the prefetch degree). For graphs as in Fig-
ure 3c we can simply convert them to the case of Figure 3b by
pretending that there is a back edge from the end of the chain to
its beginning. Finally, if the graph consists of only the entry node
then instead of starting from the next stream (which is unavailable)
we simply prefetch for the current stream, basically reverting to
PC/DC behavior.

Since the prefetches for the different streams are generated in a
single prefetcher activation, one optimization that is possible in the
cases of Figures 3b and 3c is to issue the prefetches to the memory
sub-system such that prefetches to consecutive streams are inter-
leaved. Thus, for instance, in the case of Figure 3b we can order
the prefetch requests such that the first prefetch request for PCC

appears right after the first request for PCB and the second prefetch
request for PCC appears after the second prefetch request for PCB .
This ordering is likely to be a better match to the order in which the
prefetched data will be needed.

The proposed prefetching mechanism described above is our first
attempt at stream chaining based prefetching. One possible advan-
tage of three-level prefetchers with stream chaining is that given a
fixed prefetching degree budget one can divide this budget in dif-
ferent ways between width – i.e., the number of streams prefetched
for – and depth – i.e., the number of prefetches along each stream.
For instance, if deeper prefetching gives diminishing returns due
to too early prefetches or decreasing accuracy, then the prefetcher
can issue fewer prefetches from more streams. Alternatively, if the
links between streams are too weak then the prefetcher can issue
more prefetches from fewer streams. Also, we only classify links
as “strong” or “weak”, but one could consider finer classifications
and adapt the depth for each stream depending on the “strength” of
the links followed.

As with other prefetchers [12, 13], in order to avoid prefetched
data modifying the natural stream of misses from the program a 1-
bit prefetch tag is added to each cache line. This bit is set to one
only in lines that come into the cache from a prefetch request and
it remains set as long as the line has not yet been used. When such
a line is used, a “fake” miss signal is sent to the prefetcher and the
bit is reset. The prefetcher then updates its internal data structures
as if it were a real miss, but no prefetch request is issued.

3.2.3 Hardware and Operation Complexity
As described in Section 3.2.1, our prefetcher uses an extension

to the GHB structure. The additional storage our prefetcher re-

quires are the NextIT and Ctr for each IT entry and a single
PreviousIT register. As observed in [12] and in our own expe-
rience, both an IT and a GHB with 512 entries each are sufficient
to capture the prefetching working set of most applications. In this
case, each NextIT and the PreviousIT consist of 9 bits, as
do the other pointers in the original IT and GHB, including the
Head Pointer. Our experiments show that small saturation limits
for Ctr are sufficient to capture stable links between streams and
we use 3 bits. Assuming a 32 bit PC the total hardware storage
requirements of the original and extended IT/GHB structures are:
512 ∗ (32 + 9) + 512 ∗ (32 + 9) + 9 = 41, 993bits (or approx.
6KBytes) and 512 ∗ (32 + 9 + 9 + 3) + 512 ∗ (32 + 9) + 9 + 9 =
48, 146bits (or approx. 7KBytes). The additional storage require-
ment of our prefetcher is then less than 1KByte.

One drawback of GHB-based prefetchers is the time it takes
to follow links to establish a correlation. With stream chaining,
a prefetcher requires following links in multiple streams, which
may further increase prefetcher operation time. The increase in
operation time in comparison with the single-stream counterpart
will depend on the common number of nodes in the miss graph,
which in turn depends on the application. Our results suggest that
the number of nodes is relatively small (Section 5.3). In case this
overhead does become a bottleneck, we note that it is possible to
search for correlations in some number of streams in parallel, at the
cost of replicated hardware logic. In our experiments, however, we
searched for correlations from each stream sequentially.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

4.1 Prefetching Algorithms
We use PC/DC [12] as a representative of a modern high-

performance prefetcher. This prefetcher is based on PC stream
localization and was shown to consistently outperform other local-
ized and non-localized prefetchers [12, 15]. We also use a G/DC
prefetcher in order to assess the impact of PC based localization.
We evaluate our PC/DC/MG prefetcher as described in Section 3.2.
With all prefetchers we vary the degree of prefetching from 1 to 16.
For PC/DC/MG we use a Ctr with 3 bits and set the threshold for
“strong” links at 3. All prefetchers first perform a lookup in L2
to check if the lines about to be prefetched are not already there,
in which case the prefetch is dropped. In all cases, access to the
GHB is exclusive and preemptive, such that a new request forces a
previous request currently using the GHB to be dropped.

4.2 Simulation Environment
We conduct our experiments with the SESC simulator [16]. The

system we simulate is a 4-issue out-of-order superscalar processor
with separate L1 instruction and data caches and a unified L2 cache
on chip. All caches are non-blocking. The main microarchitectural
parameters are listed in Table 1. The 256KByte L2 cache config-
uration evaluated is representative of the cache share expected for
a processor in a loaded multi-core environment, while the 2MByte
L2 cache configuration reflects the case when a single processor
is active. The access times for the different L2 cache sizes were
computed using CACTI 4.2 [17].

4.3 Benchmarks
We use programs from the SPEC CPU 2006 and BioBench [1]

benchmark suites running the Reference data set, except clustalw
for which we used hmmer’s input, which is larger. Some bench-
marks were left out because of the non-full-system nature of our
simulation environment, which suffered from compatibility prob-
lems with libraries, run-time systems, and OS calls required by
these applications. The programs were compiled with the GCC 3.4
compiler at the O3 optimization level. We fast-forward simulation
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Parameter Value
Core Frequency 5GHz

Fetch/Issue/Retire Width 6/ 4/ 4
I-Window/ROB 80/ 152
Branch Predictor 64Kbit 2BcgSkew

BTB/RAS 2K entries, 2-way/ 32 entries
Minimum misprediction 20 cycles

Ld/St queue 108
L1 ICache 64KB, 2-way, 64B lines, 2 cycles
L1 DCache 64KB, 4-way, 64B lines, 2 cycles
L1 MSHR’s 4
L1-L2 bus 64bits
L2 Cache 256KB/2048KB, 8-way, 64B lines, 13/18 cycles

L2-Memory Bus 64bits, 1.25Ghz
Main Memory 400 cycles
Prefetch degree 1/4/8/16

IT 512 entries, 1 cycle
GHB 512 entries, 5+1*hop cycles

Table 1: Architectural parameters.

for the first 1 billion instructions and we then simulate in detail and
collect statistics for the next 1 billion instructions.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Overall Performance

5.1.1 Cache Size Sensitivity
Figure 4 shows how the relative performance (execution time)

changes as the L2 cache size increases in a system without prefetch-
ing. Performance is relative to that of a system with an ideal L2
cache (i.e., 100% hit rate).
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Figure 4: Relative performance versus L2 size without prefetching.

From this figure we see that 4 out of the 20 benchmarks achieve
performance within 10% of the ideal L2 performance for a 512KB
L2 cache. These applications are less likely to benefit as much
from prefetching and any such benefits could likely be alternatively
achieved simply with a larger L2 cache. On the other hand, many
of the other benchmarks fail to come within a reasonable margin of
the ideal L2 performance even with a fairly large 2MB L2 cache.

5.1.2 Prefetching Performance
As execution time improvements due to prefetching often come

at the expense of increased bandwidth usage, we evaluate perfor-
mance along both metrics. Figure 5 shows the relative performance
with G/DC, PC/DC, and PC/DC/MG for prefetch degree 16 and for
L2 sizes of 256KB and 2MB. The figure also shows on the right
vertical axis the memory bus traffic with respect to the traffic with
no prefetch. For reference we show the relative performance with
no prefetching (i.e., degree 0). Performance is relative to that of a
system with an ideal L2 cache.

From this figure we see that for the majority of the applications
there is a clear benefit from using a prefetcher. As expected, the
gains from prefetching are higher with the smaller cache size of

256KB, but even with the fairly large cache size of 2MB the ap-
plications with low relative IPC also show significant benefits from
prefetching. However, with the 256KB cache size for three appli-
cations prefetching with one or more of the schemes leads to a per-
formance degradation: gromacs and sjeng with G/DC and omnetpp
with all three prefetching schemes.

Comparing the three prefetching schemes, it is clear that no
scheme performs best for all applications. The following analysis
is for a 256KB L2 cache. Comparing G/DC and PC/DC reveals that
PC/DC outperforms G/DC in 5 of the applications – by as much as
28% in milc – G/DC outperforms PC/DC in 9 of the applications –
by as much as 59% in lbm – and they perform similarly (within 1%
of each other) in the remaining 6 applications. On the other hand,
comparing G/DC and our proposed prefetcher PC/DC/MG reveals
that PC/DC/MG outperforms G/DC in 11 of the applications – by
as much as 45% in milc – G/DC outperforms PC/DC/MG in 5 of
the applications – by as much as 32% in lbm – and they perform
similarly (within 1% of each other) in the remaining 4 applications.
The reason why G/DC performs best in some cases is the existence
of spatial (delta) correlation across misses generated by different
static memory access instructions, which leads to better coverage,
accuracy, or both, compared to the PC localized prefetchers. As
expected, PC/DC and PC/DC/MG tend to outperform or under-
perform G/DC in the same applications, although in some cases
PC/DC/MG outperforms G/DC even when PC/DC does not. Nev-
ertheless, when G/DC outperforms both PC/DC and PC/DC/MG,
the gap with the latter is often smaller than with the former. Finally,
comparing PC/DC and PC/DC/MG reveals that PC/DC/MG outper-
forms PC/DC in 14 applications – by as much as 55% in libquan-
tum – PC/DC outperforms PC/DC/MG in 4 applications – by as
much as only 2% in hmmer – and they perform similarly (within 1%
of each other) in the remaining 2 applications. Overall, this figure
seems to indicate that PC/DC/MG shows more consistent perfor-
mance across the entire range of applications than either PC/DC or
G/DC. It also shows that between PC/DC and PC/DC/MG the lat-
ter seems the best performer overall. Results with the larger 2MB
L2 cache show similar trends although both the relative benefits
of prefetching and the relative benefits of each scheme are smaller
than with the 256KB L2 cache.

Considering memory traffic, we see that the increase is often
relatively small (less than 5%). However, in a few applications
the traffic increase is significant. The largest increase is observed
with omnetpp with increases of 108% and 123% with PC/DC and
PC/DC/MG; and with a small increase of only 4% with G/DC. De-
spite this case, however, the traffic increase with G/DC is often
larger, with the most notable cases being gromacs – with an in-
crease of 73% with G/DC versus only 3% and 4% with PC/DC and
PC/DC/MG – and h264ref – with an increase of 61% with G/DC
versus 21% and 29% with PC/DC and PC/DC/MG. Finally, we note
that the relative traffic increases with 2MB L2 cache are similar to
those with the smaller 256KB L2 cache, although in absolute num-
bers the traffic with the larger cache are, obviously, smaller.

In the remaining sections we analyze the prefetching behavior in
more detail in order to identify the reasons of PC/DC/MG’s better
performance.

5.2 Cache Miss and Prefetch Characteriza-
tion

5.2.1 Prefetch Coverage
To gain some insight into the behavioral differences between

G/DC, PC/DC, and PC/DC/MG we compute each prefetcher’s cov-
erage, defined as the ratio of the number of used prefetches over
the total number of misses without prefetching. Figure 6 shows the
coverage versus the prefetching degree.
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Figure 5: Relative performance (bars) and memory traffic (line) for prefetching degree of 16 with G/DC (left bar), PC/DC (middle bar), and
PC/DC/MG (right bar), for 256KB L2 cache (top chart) and 2MB L2 cache (bottom chart).

From this figure we can see that the highest coverage varies
across applications, but PC/DC/MG often offers the highest or
close to highest coverage. Comparing PC/DC and PC/DC/MG, we
see that the coverage of PC/DC/MG is often higher. This increased
coverage can be attributed to two factors: one is the benefits of
cross-stream correlations with the miss graphs and another is the
improved timeliness, which means that prefetched lines are more
likely to still be in the cache when needed (Section 5.2.2). For
a few applications G/DC has higher coverage than either PC/DC
or PC/DC/MG. This is both because by localizing the global miss
stream PC/DC and PC/DC/MG may lose some opportunities to es-
tablish cross-stream correlations and because by having to observe
enough misses for each stream separately PC/DC and PC/DC/MG
may incur increased learning time to establish correlations. How-
ever, as will be seen in Section 5.2.2, this increased coverage al-
most invariably comes at the expense of much decreased prefetch
accuracy.

5.2.2 Prefetch Accuracy
To gain further insight we compute each prefetcher’s accuracy,

defined as the ratio of the number of used prefetches over the total
number of prefetches issued. Figure 7 shows the accuracy versus
the prefetching degree.

From this figure we can see that in the vast majority of the
cases the accuracy of PC/DC/MG prefetches is significantly higher
than that of PC/DC. This difference is specially pronounced for
higher prefetch degrees, which indicates that indeed PC/DC’s deep
prefetches tend to have lower accuracy and lead to wasted band-
width usage. In fact, the accuracy of PC/DC/MG tends to remain
stable or decrease only slightly with increasing prefetch degree
while the accuracy of PC/DC tends to decrease rapidly.

Since PC/DC/MG issues prefetches in a more timely manner, the
chances of these prefetches being actually used are higher than in
PC/DC. In PC/DC accurate prefetches might be brought in to the
cache too early and risk being evicted by some other data needed
before them. PC/DC/MG tries to shorten the timespan between
loading prefetched data in the cache and using it. In fact, after fur-

ther investigation we found that often with larger prefetch degrees
with PC/DC the fraction of prefetched lines displaced (before being
used) by demand misses increases, which indicates that PC/DC’s
deep prefetches are not only being displaced by other prefetches but
by demand misses that appear inbetween the prefetch request and
its potential use. This, in turn, suggests that indeed such prefetch
requests are being issued too early.

Comparatively, G/DC’s accuracy is consistently lower than that
of both PC/DC and PC/DC/MG, which can be linked to the often
higher unpredictability of the global miss stream. Together, the
coverage and accuracy numbers mostly explain the performance
differences observed in Section 5.1.2. For instance, G/DC performs
best for lbm because its coverage is much higher (with prefetch
degree 16) despite its lower accuracy. On the other hand, in the
case of milc the coverages are similar so the better performance of
PC/DC/MG is mainly due to its better accuracy.

5.2.3 Next-Stream Prediction Accuracy
In addition to final prefetch accuracy (Section 5.2.2) it is useful

to know the accuracy of PC/DC/MG in predicting the next stream
(i.e., memory access instruction) to generate a miss. Figure 8 shows
how often PC/DC/MG’s prediction of next stream to miss is accu-
rate when considering the next w misses.
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Figure 8: PC/DC/MG’s accuracy in predicting the next PC to appear
in the next w misses, for 256KB L2 cache.
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Figure 6: Prefetch coverage for varying prefetch degree with G/DC, PC/DC, and PC/DC/MG.

From this figure we can see that next-stream prediction accu-
racies are usually very high, even for the strict case of w = 1.
With larger values of w accuracy is even higher, indicating that
even when the predicted next stream does not correspond to the ex-
act next miss it still appears within the next few misses. This shows
that the miss graph approach described in Section 3.2, while sim-
ple, does capture the most frequent flow of instructions that miss.

5.2.4 Miss Distances
Another characteristic that helps explain the behavior of the three

prefetch schemes is the distances between consecutive misses. Us-
ing an execution without prefetching, we measure the number of
cycles between consecutive misses both coming from the same in-
struction and from any instruction. Figure 9 shows the miss dis-
tances grouped by ranges of number of processor cycles.

From this figure we can see that often a large fraction of L2
misses occur thousands or even hundreds of thousands of cycles
apart. Moreover, the fraction of such distant misses often increases
with cache sizes. More importantly, the fraction of such distant
misses is significantly larger when we consider distances between
misses from the same memory access instruction. Again, these re-
sults suggest that PC/DC with large degrees of prefetching, while
still being able to eliminate some more misses, may issue such
deep prefetches too early. This and the fact that many of such
early prefetches are likely to be displaced before being used ex-
plain why PC/DC’s accuracy is low for deep prefetching (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) leading to unused prefetches and wasted bandwidth us-
age (Section 5.1.2). Like PC/DC/MG, G/DC does not suffer as
much from such premature prefetches, but its much lower accuracy
(Section 5.2.2) compensates for this and leads to a lower prefetch
hit ratio.

The following section attempts to show some more insight into
the behavior of stream chains.

5.3 Miss Graph Characterization
To gain more insight into the behavior of stream chaining, we at-

tempt to characterize the miss graphs obtained following the graph
construction described in Section 3.2.1. For this, we take snapshots

of the IT at intervals of 1000 prefetch events (we also evaluated
snapshots at intervals of L2 accesses and the results were similar).
At each snapshot we obtained the complete miss graph constructed
with the NextIT pointers. However, only links with Ctr above
the minimum threshold of 3 were considered. In our experiments
we found out that the miss graph constructed this way is in fact
a collection of several connected components (CC). Nodes in the
miss graph in one snapshot can be directly matched to nodes in
other snapshots based on their PC value.

One important parameter for the success of the miss graph ap-
proach to prefetching is how stable the observed graphs are, i.e.,
how often the CC repeat themselves in successive snapshots. Un-
stable graphs will lead to poor next stream prediction accuracy. We
attempt to quantify this stability by comparing the CC subgraphs
seen at different snapshots. Because comparing the CC subgraphs
across a very large number of snapshots is prohibitively expensive,
we only compare the CC subgraphs of a snapshot against the CC
subgraphs in the following window of 30 snapshots. We classify
every CC subgraph at all snapshots as either similar to at least one
other CC in one other snapshot in the window, or unique, mean-
ing that there is no other similar CC in the window. We say that
two subgraphs X and Y are similar if X is a subgraph of Y and X’s
nodes correspond to no less than 75% of Y’s nodes, or if Y is a sub-
graph of X and Y’s nodes correspond to no less than 75% of X’s
nodes. Note that with this definition, if two subgraphs are exactly
the same they are also classed as “similar”.

Table 2a shows – in columns 2 and 3 – the fraction of unique
CC subgraphs for the two different cache sizes we consider. From
this table we can see that indeed the number of unique subgraphs
is very small for most benchmarks, although some benchmarks do
have a significant fraction of unique subgraphs. To attempt to as-
sess how the subgraph similarity holds across execution time, we
varied both the window size and the number of prefetch events per
interval (results not shown). The results in these cases did not vary
noticeably. This indicates that subgraphs stay similar across large
spans of time. To see why, consider both a case with smaller inter-
val and a case with a larger window: if the fraction of unique sub-
graphs were to increase in either case with respect to the baseline
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Figure 7: Prefetch accuracy for varying prefetch degree with G/DC, PC/DC, and PC/DC/MG.

interval and window sizes, it would be an indication that subgraphs
do change frequently. However, this does not seem to be the case.

Table 2a also shows – in columns 4 to 7 – the average and range
of number of nodes both per snapshot and per CC. We can see that
the number of nodes per snapshot and, specially, per CC is not so
large that managing the graphs – and, thus, operating the stream
chaining mechanism – becomes too expensive, but in some cases
it can contain enough nodes to make cycles long enough that visits
to the same node (i.e., memory access instruction) are far apart in
time, which partially explain the results in Section 5.2.4. Table 2b
shows the average number of GHB lookups (“hops”) required by
each prefetcher to establish a delta correlation on a miss event, for
a prefetch degree of 16. For PC/DC/MG the table shows the av-
erage number of hops in total for all streams considered in a miss
event. From this table we can see that although the average to-
tal number of hops is larger in PC/DC/MG than in PC/DC, it is in
all but two cases (zeusmp and namd) considerably smaller than in
G/DC 3. The reason for this is that the expected number of streams
is small (Table 2a) and the number of hops per stream (results not
shown) are often similar to those for PC/DC. On the other hand,
the high average number of hops for G/DC can be explained by the
higher unpredictability of a global miss stream.

6. RELATED WORK
Hardware prefetching is an established technique and is used in

most commercial processors nowadays [3, 11]. Such prefetchers,
however, are usually limited to relatively simple stride prefetch-
ers [2, 4, 7] and address correlation prefetchers.

Address correlation using Markov chains was first proposed in
[8] and delta correlation was first proposed in [9] for TLB prefetch-
ing. The adaptation of delta correlation to data prefetching was
done in [12], where the PC/DC prefetcher was proposed. That
work also proposed the GHB structure used in our work and in-
troduced the taxonomy and notation for 2-level prefetchers that we
extend here. The work in [6] proposed correlating cache line tags
3The larger average number of hops for PC/DC/MG compared to G/DC for
namd reflects the former’s difficulties to track correlations in this particular
case and its consequent significant drop in accuracy (Figure 7).

instead of complete addresses. The work in [14] proposed address
localization using memory regions (called CZones) and with sim-
ple address stride correlation. This was extended in [13], which
proposed a prefetcher with address localization with memory re-
gions but with delta correlations and with dynamic tuning of region
sizes and prefetch degree. The work in [19] proposed a similar
address localization using memory regions, but in the context of
a shared-memory multiprocessor, and with an exact bit-map en-
coding of addresses instead of delta correlations. An advantage of
such address based localization approaches is that they do not re-
quire the PC of the missing memory access instruction, which may
be difficult to obtain at the site of the prefetcher. However, they
do not directly manage the temporal locality of misses as PC lo-
calization approaches do, but only indirectly in as much as there is
or not temporal locality in the use of data. The work in [10] pro-
posed localizing streams based on a history of the last few mem-
ory access instructions. However, to have an accurate history it
tracks all memory access instructions, including those that hit in
the cache, which puts greater demand on the prefetch engine and
requires fairly large tables. The work in [21] proposed using the
PC of branches to localize streams. It requires tracking branches
as well as memory access instructions, which may not always be
feasible.

Closer to our work, the idea of grouping misses that occur in
chronological sequence into temporal streams was first used in
[22]. Different from our work, that work was done in the context of
shared-memory programs and focused on coherence misses. Thus,
it exploited the fact that the same groups of shared data tend to be
communicated in unison.

Concurrently with our work, [20] also exploits temporal and
spatial correlation (and also PC correlation as part of the spatial
component) and attempts to improve timeliness by reconstructing
the total miss order from partial representations. The mechanisms
used, however, differ from ours and consist of two parts: an ex-
tension of temporal streaming [22] to recurring spatially correlated
blocks of misses [19], instead of individual misses, and a mech-
anism to reconstruct the miss order by recording miss distances
inside a spatial stream.
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Figure 9: Miss distance for 256KB (top chart) and 2MB (bottom chart) L2 cache. For each benchmark the left bar is for any consecutive misses and
the right bar is for consecutive misses caused by the same memory access instruction.

Mostly orthogonal to the issues of how to localize streams and
correlate addresses, [10] and [5] proposed using a dead-block pre-
dictor to identify replaceable cache lines and trigger prefetches.
Prefetchers based on dead-block prediction can mitigate the prob-
lem caused by early prefetched lines displacing useful data in the
cache. However, they do not address the problem that such early
prefetched lines may be themselves evicted before being used and
having to be re-fetched. Also orthogonal to our work, [18] pro-
posed using a user-level thread running in a processor-in-memory
configuration to execute the prefetching algorithms.

Also in the area of software prefetching, recent works have fo-
cused on exploiting temporal and spatial correlation in the miss ad-
dress stream. Most notably, [23] proposes a dynamic optimization
framework that combines temporal prefetching with object-based
spatial prefetching and is able to adaptively tune prefetch distances
to improve timeliness.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In the context of data prefetching, separating the history of

misses into multiple streams – for instance according to the PC
of the memory access instructions causing the misses – has been
shown to achieve improved performance because it allows the
prefetcher to focus on groups that show predictability and discard
random and less predictable accesses. Localization offers a sec-
ond level of design choice on top of the choice of mechanism for
correlating the addresses within a stream. The problem with lo-
calizing streams is that important sequencing information of the
misses is lost. In this paper we proposed adding a third level to
the operation of prefetchers that allows them to link various local-
ized streams into predictable chains of memory access instructions
– we call this stream chaining. The key idea of stream chaining
is to partially reconstruct the sequencing information in the miss
stream, such that the result corresponds directly to the common
path of misses followed by the application. With streams local-
ized by memory access instructions’ PC’s, stream chaining allows
a memory access instruction to trigger prefetches not only for itself,

but also for following different static memory access instructions,
whose addresses have been grouped in a different stream. In this
way the prefetcher is aware of its context, as in memory access
instruction PC based localization schemes, and is not limited to
prefetching deeply for a single memory access instruction but can
instead adaptively prefetch for other memory access instructions
closer in time. We presented an initial scheme for stream chaining,
which we call miss graph prefetching, that is simple, captures well
common application behavior, and can be easily implemented on a
simple extension to the Global History Buffer (GHB). We evaluated
the proposed prefetcher with benchmarks from the SPEC 2006 and
BioBench suites and compared it against a state-of-the-art memory
access instruction PC based localization prefetcher – PC/DC [12].
Experimental results showed that the proposed prefetcher consis-
tently achieves better performance than PC/DC – it is only outper-
formed in very few cases and then by only 2%, and it outperforms
PC/DC by as much as 55%, with an average improvement of 10%.
Our detailed experiments showed that this performance gain comes
from a higher accuracy, specially for high prefetch degrees, which
leads to a larger fraction of prefetched lines being actually used
before being evicted.

This paper represents initial work on a novel class of prefetchers
and, thus, there are many possible avenues for future work. One
extension of this work is to investigate alternative ways of chaining
streams (Section 3.2.1) and/or alternative prefetch policies based
on the resulting graphs (Section 3.2.2). For example, an adaptive
mechanism to control how much to prefetch on each graph node
could be easily added to PC/DC/MG. A more comprehensive ex-
tension is to investigate the stream chaining idea with stream local-
ization approaches other than memory access instruction PC based,
such as with address region localization [13].
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